MGS TAG Action Items
Action Items 2016‐2017
1. Detector Dogs: Maryanne (Huizing) will share H.T. Harvey & Associates
detector dog team contact names with Liana
2. Camera‐trapping survey recommendations: Individuals are asked to
provide feedback to Dave Delaney about their camera settings.
3. Survey Protocol revisions for MGS health and welfare: Bruce and Scott
will continue to discuss some of Bruce’s other recommendations.
4. Everyone is encouraged to submit their trapping techniques to Scott
see what works best.

Status, September 2018
Delete. Continue to
have detector dogs as a
potential agenda item in
future TAG meetings
Tabled; Scott to contact
Dave about this.
Carry
Ongoing

9. MGS Clearance Surveys: Liana said she would begin developing a
tentative clearance survey protocol to be considered by the MGS TAG.
10. MGS Awareness Program: Ed will contact the cinema photographer to
see if he can resume this effort.

Scott to check with Ed
LaRue, Aga Napiatek,
Benessa Espino
Combine with previous
item; Carry
Scott to check with
CDFW regional biologists
Combine with previous
item
Scott follow up with
Liana
Carry until Ed attends
TAG meeting.

Action Items 2017

Status, September 2018

11. Becky Jones will work with Kathy Simon to see if rainfall data are being
collected at the Lockheed facility at Helendale.

Carry; Becky hasn’t
heard back from Kathy
Additional work needed
to gather and post
online various species
recordings.
Camera trapping, not
live trapping. Phil said
CEMML and Colorado
State plans to conduct
live‐trapping in 2019.

5. Standard Conservation Measures: Ed will send the current version of
this table to Scott, Bruce, Don, Tom, and Benessa.
6. Ed asked that Scott and CDFW biologists provide feedback if he and Aga
are on the right track with the measures already addressed.
7. Qualified Biologist Form: Denise, Brad Haley, and Ed agreed to
complete the form to see how well it works.
8. Scott will work with CDFW biologists to get feedback from them.

12. Scott Osborn and or Dave Delaney can provide Cody Hanford with
recordings of MGS calls so they can train their field personnel.

13. Scott Osborn will follow up with Redhorse on their intent to trap in
2018.

14. As per Action Item 18, Liana Aker has indicated she would provide a
draft clearance survey protocol.
Action Items 2018
15. Becky Jones to look into rainfall data in solar project areas

Delete, repetitive.
Status, September 2018
Ongoing. Becky Jones
hasn’t been able to do it.
Phil mentioned Erica has
been able to get rainfall

16. Scott to look into survey protocol for CDFW TSSM
17. Ed LaRue requested that Scott announce that the bibliography exists
and to email him with updates
18. Phil/Dave Delaney/and Dave Hacker finalized a protocol and it is at the
point where the protocol should be submitted to the TAG group for
final review
New Action Items September 2018
19. Food plant ID from scat samples. Erica Orcutt to check with NAU lab
(Faith Walker) about scat sample handling and storage requirements.
20. Erica will review MGS food plant list and compare with sequence
availability in genetic database to see what’s missing.
21. Rainfall records. Erica will prepare a short “user’s guide” to PRISM data
download and use.
22. Next meeting. Scott will send a doodle poll in October to determine
whether the spring meeting will be at the TWS‐WS conference in early
February or in Ridgecrest in late March.

data from Oregon State,
modeled work not
actual data. Fine detail.
Phil thinks it is a good
source to use. Erica said
you can use specific site.
Erica can provide
information how to use
and provide a one page
summary on how to use
the website.
Scott to talk with
Lindsey Rich.
Ongoing, posted on TAG
website
Dave said it’s ready for
TAG to review. Scott can
distribute to TAG and
will do so after the
meeting.
Status

